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Abstract 
In this paper we wish to examine the classification of finite two-dimensional CW-complexes 
with finite fundamental group by decomposing the cellular chain complex of the universal cover 
via a fiber square of rings. The bias invariant of Dyer and Sieradski is shown to arise in this 
context as one of three obstructions to homotopy equivalence and some quite natural questions 
are posed. 
0. Introduction 
The problem of the classification of finite two-dimensional CW-complexes with 
finite fundamental group has been long studied. It is obvious that the Euler character- 
istic and fundamental group of such complexes provide obstructions to homotopy 
equivalence. The first examples of non-homotopic finite two-complexes with the same 
finite fundamental group and Euler characteristic were provided by Metzler [S]. 
These examples came from certain presentations associated to the group 
G = R/n, Q ‘.. Qhln,. Let q = {qij} and r = {rij> be integers indexed by 
1 I i <j I t with (qij, Q) = (rij,nj) = 1 for all i <j. Let further X,,, be the two- 
complex modelled on the presentation {xi: xl,, [x7”, xy], i < j}. Let n= 
gcd(n,, . . . , n,) and 
b(X,,,) = n qijrijmod n E (E/n)*/( + 1). 
i<j 
Metzler shows that X,., N X, O only if b(X,. ,) = m’- ’ b(X,. ,) for some m E (Z/n)* and 
produces examples of non-homotopic finite two-complexes with the same funda- 
mental group and Euler characteristic. In [S], Sieradski completes this classification 
by showing that b(X,,.) = m’- ’ b(X,,J implies X,,, and X,,. have the same simple 
homotopy type. This invariant, labelled bias by Sieradski, is generalized by Dyer and 
Sieradski in [9] to all finite (n - 1)-connected n-complexes and Metzler’s result in this 
generality is proven. To complete the story consider polarized finite two-dimensional 
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CW-complexes, that is pairs (X, 4) where X is a finite two-dimensional CW-complex 
with base point and 4: zl(X, *)-% G is an identification of the fundamental 
group of X with some fixed group G. Homotopy equivalence of two such polarized 
complexes is a based homotopy equivalence h : X +Ywith$yh*=4x:ni(X,*)+G. 
In [l], Browning shows for G finite abelian the homotopy classes of polarized 
finite two-dimensional CW-complexes form a group, and then using the result of 
Sieradski [S] shows that this group is isomorphic to (Z/n)*/( 5 1). With a little 
further work, which first appears in [4], one can conclude the bias provides 
an isomorphism. 
Work of Whitehead and MacLane [12] together with some results of Wall [lo] 
shows that the classification of finite, polarized (n - 1)-connected n-complexes up to 
homotopy equivalence is equivalent to the classification of partial stably free ZG- 
resolutions of Z with fixed Euler characteristic up to chain homotopy equivalence. 
What I wish to do in this paper is to show how the bias arises naturally when one 
wishes to analyze partial projective resolutions via fiber squares of rings. We will show 
that if G is a finite group and C, and D, are two partial projective resolutions of Z of 
the same length and Euler characteristic the problem of determining if they are chain 
homotopy equivalent decomposes into three subproblems. (i) Is 
Z @cc, 2: Z OcD,? (ii) If N is the norm element of ZG and r = ZG/N, is 
r OcC, N r OcD,? (iii) Given (i) and (ii) are true can chain homotopy equivalences 
h, and h, be found so that ZdOiIhZ”ZdOrhr:Z/IGJOGC*~~/IGIOGD*? We 
will further see that the bias arises naturally as the obstruction to problem (i) and we 
will pose some quite natural questions. 
1. Fiber squares and equivalences of complexes 
In the following all rings will be associative rings with identity and all ring 
homomorphisms will preserve the identity. 
Definition. A fiber square is a collection of abelian groups and homomorphisms with 
exact, i.e., a pullback in the category of abelian groups. Alternatively, a fiber square is 
a diagram of abelian groups and homomorphisms such that 
f 
M - M2 
9 I b I 
Ml--e, M. 
commutes and if x E Ml, y E M2 with ax = by then there exists a unique m E M with 
gm = x and fm = y. If the objects are all rings and ring homomorphisms or modules 
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and module maps we will refer to a fiber square of rings or modules. Moreover, if 
either a or b is an epimorphism we will call the square a Milnor fiber square. 
Remark. If a, b are two ideals in a ring R, then 
R/(anb) - Rib 
I I 
Rla - Rl(a + 6) 
is a Milnor fiber square. 
It is our aim to prove the following two theorems in this section. 
Theorem 1. Let 
.ti 
R - S2 
be a Milnor fiber square of rings and C,, D, complexes of positive, projective R- 
modules. Then there exists a long exact sequence 
. . . -+ [T&CC,, T ORDJ~ W*,D*l 
-=%[T@,C,,T&DJ+O. 
Theorem 2. Let 
sz 
R - S, 
f4 j, 4 
S1----+ T 
be a MilnorJiber square of rings and C,, D, complexes of positive, projective R-modules. 
Then there exists a homotopy equivalence h : C, 3 D, if and only if there exists 
homotopy equivalence o: S1 & C, -% St OR D, and z : S2 OR C, 2 Sz OR D, such 
that j,,(o) = j,, (z): T&C.+- T ORD*. 
In order to prove these two theorems note the following two propositions which are 
almost immediate from the definition of a fiber square. 
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Proposition 1. If 
is a (Milnor)$ber square of rings and P is any projective R-module then 
/I @‘aid 
I I 
j, G Id 
jl @Jd 
SI @R P- T@RP 
is a (Milnor)Jiber square of abelian groups. 
Proposition 2. If 
R - S2 
4: I 
j2 
S1- T 
is a fiber square of rings and P is any projective R-module, then for any R-module M 
0-r HOmR(M,P)~Homsl(S, QRM,SI ORP)OH~~~~(S~ORM,S~ORP) 
2 Hom,(T @RM, T OR P) 
is exact where M(f) = (Ids, @.Rf, Ids, @R f) and J?(o, z) = ZdT OS, CJ - ZdT OS, z. 
If C,, D, are projective, positive chain complexes over R and 4 : R -+ S is a ring 
homomorphism denote by [C,, D.Js the S-chain homotopy classes of maps 
S OR C, + S @R D, where S inherits an R-module structure via 4. 
Theorem 1’. Let 
be a Milnorfiber square of rings, then the sequence 
CC*,D*IR~ CC,,D& 0 [C,,D&,ti [C,,D,,J~ 
is exact. 
Proof. Let sk : T @RCk -+ T @.R Dk + 1 be a chain homotopy s : Id OS, hi N Id @s, h, 
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i.e., 
Since j, : S2 -+ T is an epimorphism and Ck is projective, the map 
is an epimorphism and hence sk = Id O,, sk for some .?k : ck + Dk+ 1. Let h,k = 
h2k + ak + I Sk + Sk _ 1 &. Then it is easily checked that 
(1) A, : SzOR C, + S2 &D, is a chain map. 
(2) 5, N h2. 
(3) Id& Ii2 = Id&i, h,. 
Since Dk is a projective R-module, Proposition 2 applies and for each k 2 0 there 
exists an R-module homomorphism hk: Ck + Dk with Ids, OR hk = hlk and 
Ids,& hk = h2k. From the uniqueness of the pullback of maps it is immediate that 
since h, and &, are chain maps, so is h = {hk). 0 
This is Theorem 1 except for the fact we have not shown j, - j, is an epimorphism. 
For our applications Theorem 1’ is sufficient but for completeness we will give 
independent proof of Theorem 1. Consider the function complex %OA(C,, D,). Set 
~~OJ~C,,D,), = {(fk)bCk + Dk+“} and D(f) = a’f- ( - l)“fa. With these def- 
initions XOA’(C,,D,) is a chain complex with H,(ZO&i’(C,,D,)) = [C”C,,D,] 
where C’C, is the nth suspension of C,. 
Lemma 1. Let 
be a$ber square of rings. Suppose D, is a complex of projective R-modules and C, is any 
R-complex. Then 
%oWC,,D,) 
J1. 
+ ~~-4S263RC*,S2@RD*) 
(ii) f2* 
I 
ilt 
I 
xod(& @Rc*,& @R&j 
j2, 
~J~~~(TORC*.TORD*) 
is a$ber square of chain complexes. (That is, for each n 2 0 the corresponding diagram 
of R-modules and homomorphisms is a jiber square.) Moreover if(i) is a Milnor Jiber 
square and C, is fiber square and C, is a complex of projective R-modules, then (ii) is 
a Milnor fiber square. 
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Proof. That (ii) is a fiber square follows immediately from Proposition 2 by setting 
A4 = C, and P = DI for all k and 1. Ifji is an epimorphism for i = 1 or 2, it is clear that 
ji* : Homs,(&OR Ck, WRDI) -+ HomdT& Ck, T@R or) 
is an epimorphism since Si@RCk is a projective Si-module. q 
The next result we will need is a generalization of the long exact sequence arising 
from a short exact sequence of chain complexes. 
Proposition 3. Let 
be a Milnorjber square of chain complexes of R-modules and chain maps. Then for all 
k 2 0 there exists an R-module map A : Hk(Cg) --+ Hk_ I(C,) such that the sequence 
... A H&*)--f ‘*@” H&J @ H&i)=% H&:)4--t Hk-I(G) ..’ 
is exact. Moreover the sequence is natural in the obvious sense. 
Proof. This can either be done by mimicking the standard proof for the long exact 
sequence arising from a short exact sequence of chain complexes or by observing that 
the Milnor square of chain complexes produces a short exact sequence of chain 
complexes 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now an immediate consequence of the Lemma 1 and 
Proposition 3. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Zfh : C, + D, is a homotopy equivalence then 0 = Ids, OR h and 
z = Z&&h have the desired properties. On the other hand given homotopy equiva- 
lences c and r with j,,(a) = j,,(r): TO&, + T&D, then from Theorem 1 (or 1’) 
there exists a chain map h : C, + D, inducing the homotopy classes of 0 and z. Since 
CJ and z are homotopy equivalences they induce isomorphisms in homology as does 
the (common) induced map H,(T@,C,) -+ H,(T&D*). From the naturality of the 
long exact sequence arising from a fiber square of chain complexes and the Five 
Lemma we see that h induces isomorphisms in homology. Since C, and D, are 
projective complexes, h is a homotopy equivalence. 0 
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2. Complexes over finite groups 
Let G be a finite group and G’ 4 G a normal subgroup of G. We wish to apply the 
results of the last section to the Milnor fiber square 
A=ZG -NW,,) 
I I 
B(G/G’) - Z,G’, (G/G’) 
obtained from the standard construction by setting a = IGPG, the kernel of the map 
/i -+ Z(G/G’) and b = (No,), the principal ideal generated by Cge G’g. 
Definition. A partial projective resolution (of Z and of length n 2 1) is a chain 
complex of projective /l-modules, C,, such that 
(1) Cj = 0 j > n, 
(2) Hj(C*)=O O<j<n, 
(3) H,(C*) E z. 
We will always identify H,(C,) and Z by means of the isomorphism in (3) and refer to 
any G-chain map h: C, -+ D, with H,,(C,) = ZdZ as a chain lift of the identity. 
If r is a finite group and M is a r-module then fij(r,M) denotes the jth Tate 
cohomology group of r with coefficients in M as defined in [2, chapter XII]. 
Lemma 1. Let G’ be a normal subgroup of G, C, and D, partial projective resolutions 
and h:C, + D, any chain lift of the identity. Then for all j E Z, 
fij(h,) : 8’: (G’, H,(C,))A @(G’, II,( 
is an isomorphism and is independent of h: C, + D,. 
Proof. Let C, denote the augmented chain complex of C,, i.e., Cs = C, for s 2 0 and 
C_ I = H with 8, equal to the augmentation map Co + Z. D, is the augmented chain 
complex of D,. If K, = kernel 8, : c, -+ cs_ 1 and L, = kernel d, : fi, + OS- 1 then 
h induces maps h, : K, + L, for all s = - 1, . . . , n + 1. C,, D, are projective G-modules 
and hence projective G’-modules for all G’ E G. Since Tate cohomology vanishes on 
projective modules in all dimensions, we obtain for all j and s 2 - 1 a commutative 
diagram 
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with the horizontal maps isomorphisms only depending on the complexes C,, D,. 
Since &_ 1 = IdZ and & = h, : H,(C*) + H,(D,) we obtain the desired isomorphism 
by iterating the above diagram II + 1 times. 
fij-(n+r)(G,Z) s + @(G’, K(C,)) 
Id 
I I 
iP(h*) (*I 
fij-‘n+ l'(G',Z) = 
~~j(G',H,(D,)) Cl 
We will only have use of this isomorphism for j = 0 and when G’ = G and in this case 
will denote it by a(C,,D,). 
Since G’ a G, if A is any G-module the fixed point set AG’ = {u E A 1 ga = a for all 
g E G’} is a G/G’-module. Denote by Nc,A the subgroup of A consisting of all 
{&G’ga 1 a E A}. This is a G/G’-submodule of AG’ and the quotient module is by 
definition the zeroth Tate cohomology group fi’(G’, A). Also let NGA denote the 
kernel of NG: A -+ NGA. 
Proposition 1. Let A, B be G-modules, 
(a) Consider the homomorphism 
M: E(G/G')@G A + AG’ 
induced by the map which sends a to NG,u. If A is a projective G-module, then c1 is an 
isomorphism. 
(b) Consider the homomorphism 
p : HOmG(A, B) + HOm,&NG, A, No, B) 
given by restriction to the subgroup NGSA. Then if A is a projective G-module, B is an 
epimorphism with kernel equal to HOI’IIG(A,NG. B). 
Proof. Both 01 and p are natural and additive in A. Hence it is enough to verify the 
claims when A = A where it is obvious. 0 
From the first part of the last proposition we see that the complex B(G/G’)& C, is 
naturally equivalent o the complex Cl;i’ if C, is a complex of projective G-modules. 
Since the fixed point functor is left exact there exists a natural isomorphism 
H,(Z(G/G')@, c,) + %t(C*)G’. 
Using these identifications in the case where G’ = G we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let C, and D, be partial projective resolutions. Then there exists a chain 
muph:C,+D,suchthutId@Gh:Z@,C, + H&D, is a chain homotopy equivalence 
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if and only if there exists an isomorphism f: H,(C,)G + H,(D,)G such that 
fMC*)G ’ ‘Hn(WG 
I I 
P(G, H,(c,)) s(C,,D.) AO(G, H,(D,J 
commutes. 
Proof. One implication is obvious. If h exists, then f = (Id&h): is the desired 
isomorphism. The converse is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3. 17 
Lemma 3. If f: H,(C,)G + H,(D,)G is any homomorphism such that the diagram 
H&JG ’ - Hn(WG 
I I 
A”(C,H,(c,)) +%2O(G, H,(D,)) 
commutes, then there exists a chain map h : C, + D, such that hz =J: 
Proof. Let h : C, + D, be any chain lift of the identity. Since by Lemma 2 q induces 
W*,D*) and f induces a(C,, D,) by assumption, there exists 
p: H,(C,)G + NcH,(D,) with f = 5: + jp where j is the inclusion of 
NcH,(D*) w H,(D,)G. NOW 0 + H,(C,) + C, -+ C,_ 1 is exact and therefore so is 
0 + H&JG + C,” + C,“_,. 
Since C,“_ r is a free abelian group, H,(C,)G is a direct suummand of C,” and hence 
p: H,(C,)G + NGH,(D.+) extends to a (group) homomorphism 7’: C,” + NcH,(D*). 
Since C,” = NC,, from Proposition 4 we obtain a G-map z: C, + H,(D,) with 
Nz = r’. Let 
h, = 15* + zi: H,(C,) + H”(D.+), 
where i: H,(C,) + C, is the inclusion. Since A”+i (G, C,) = 0 we have 
iin+l(h.+) = fP+‘(7;,). N ow h is a chain map and therefore fi.+ has degree one. (The 
degree is the integer determined by the map 6-l i?‘+l(h.+)d: fi’(G, Z) + &‘(G,Z) 
where 6 is the isomorphism in diagram (*) of Lemma 2.) Therefore h, has degree one 
and it follows from [S] there exists a chain map h : C, + D,, unique up to homotopy, 
inducing h, : H,(C,) + H,(D.+). It is obvious from the definition that hz =$ 0 
Remarks. A result of Cockcroft and Swan [3] shows that if C, and D, are complexes 
of projective modules and h : C, + D, induces homology isomorphisms in dimensions 
< n then 
H,(C*) 0 D, 0 Cn-1 0 R-2 1.. rH,(D,)OC,OD,_,OC,_,.... 
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Hence if 
x(C*) = f: ( - l)i+” rankzG Ci = i ( - l)‘+“rankZ Cc 
i=O i=l 
one has 
rank, Hn(C,)’ + x(D,) = rank, H,(D,)’ + x(C,). 
Therefore C, and D, can only be homotopy equivalent when x(C,) = x(D,). So we 
will henceforth always assume x(C,) = x(D,) ( i.e., the complexes have the same Euler 
characteristic) and hence (H,(C,))’ z (H,(D,))‘. 
With the use of the last remark and Theorem 3 we can make an obstruction for the 
homotopy equivalence of complexes E@G C, and Z@GD,. 
Let t5.qn+ ‘(G, 1) denote the equivalence classes of partial projective resolutions 
of H, with length n 2 1, and with Euler characteristic 1. If &J”+~(G,~) # 8, let CO, be 
a fixed partial projective resolution with Euler characteristic 1. We will denote 
H,(Cg)’ by rcf and fi’(G,H,(Cz)) by fi,. Let C, represent a class in &$‘fl(G,l). 
Since rc,G and H,(C,)’ as well as their finite quotients, fin and A’(G,H,(C,)) are 
isomorphic, we can find, by choosing bases of the free abelian groups whose images 
under the natural projection are bases of the finite quotients, isomorphisms Zc,, 
rc, such that 
J 
ft+ &(G,k.(C,)) 
where the vertical maps are the natural epimorphisms. If C, and D, represent classes 
in Eq”+‘(G, 1) consider the automorphism p(C,,D,) = T&I o(C,,D,)z,* of 2,. The 
following lemma of P.J. Webb is essential. 
Lemma 4 (Webb [ll]). Let G be ajnite abelian group with invariuntfuctors ndl ... In,. 
We allow some of the nj to be equal 1. Let $: hd + G be a jixed epimorphism. If 
Q c Aut(G) is the set of uutomorphisms of G which lift via $ to an automorphism of Zd, 
then D = kernel p where p is the following homomorphism 
Aut(G) -+ Aut(E,& G)A Z’; -ZQ{ * I>. 
Note that p is independent of the epimorphism II/. 
It is clear p(P(C,,D,)) is independent of the choice of complexes representing the 
equivalence classes of C, and D, and of the choices of the isomorphisms ?,-, and r,--. 
Combining this with Theorem 3, we obtain 
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Theorem 4. Let C, and D, be partial projective resolutions of the same length and 
having the same Euler characteristic. Then there exists a chain map h: C, + D, such 
that Id& h:Z@oC* + Z&D, is a chain homotopy equivalence if and only if 
P(B(C,, D,)) = 1. 
Proof. It is obvious from the definitions that B(C,, D,) lifts to an automorphism of 
7~: if and only if a(C,,D,) lifts to an isomorphism f: IIJ,,(C,)~ + H,(D,)G. q 
Remarks. If nd I 4, there obviously does not exist any obstruction to the existence of 
a chain map inducing a homotopy equivalence of Z@c C, and ZQGD,. 
We conclude by discussing the relationship of the invariant p/3(C,,D,) with the 
bias invariant of Dyer and Sieradski (see [S, 91). Let 
O+K+F,,+ . . . -+F,+Z-+O 
be a partial resolution of E by finitely generated free BG-modules. Recall G is finite. 
Fix a reference finitely generated free resolution B,(G) + Z and compute cohomology 
of G with coefficients in K as H* (Homo(&. (G), K)). Dyer and Sieradski produce their 
bias invariant as follows. Define mK to be the largest integer such that for each free 
ZG-module F and homomorphism h: F + K, hG(FG) c (mK)KG. Now if u:B,+iG 
+ K is any (n + 1)-cocycle we have a G-map U: K, + K where K, = kernel 
d, : B, G + B,_ 1 G and hence a map Kz --f KG of free abelian groups. Moreover if ZJ is 
cohomologous to v then uG - vG maps Kz into (mK)KG by the definition of mK. 
Hence det(uG) = det(v’) mod(mK) KG is well defined and is defined to be the bias of 
the cohomology class determined by U. Moreover they show mK = 1 unless rank 
K equals the minimal number of generators of H,(G) and in this case they show mK 
equals the greatest common divisor t of the torsion coefficients of H,(G). They also 
show the bias is a unit in BmK. Moreover since they are ultimately interested in 
invariants of homotopy type of partial free resolutions they show that if one composes 
u with an ZG-isomorphismf: K + K arising from a chain lift of the identityfi F, -+ F, 
the bias forfu differs from the bias for u by + 1. Hence the bias is an invariant which 
lives in Z&/ f 1. 
Compare this to the invariant p/?(C,,D,) for partial projective resolutions of 
length n. This is obtained by taking a chain lift of the identity u : C, + D,. This defines 
a map u G:H,(C*)+H.(D*) w hich lifts to a well defined (i.e., independent of u) 
isomorphism fi : fi’(G, H,(Q)) + fi’(G, H,(D,)). Now 8O(G, H,(C*)) g H,(G) by di- 
mension shifting and similarly for fi’(G,H,(D,)). The map p in Webb’s theorem is 
reducing ir modulo the greatest common divisor of the torsion coefficients of H,(G) 
(which is the same as reducing Us), taking the determinant o obtain an element of 
Z’;” and reducing modulo + 1. But this is exactly how the bias is defined for free 
resolutions. Note that our definition works in general for partial projective resolution 
and not just free resolutions. 
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Remark. As pointed out in the introduction the classification of homotopy types of 
partial projective resolutions decomposes into three problems. We have seen that the 
first problem, that is the homotopy equivalence of Z&-C, and Z&D,, is controlled 
by the invariant p/3 which is the bias. On the other hand it is shown in [4] that the bias 
is well related to the invariant of Browning [l] and hence, by Browning& work, 
completely determines the equivalence classes of stably free partial projective resolu- 
tions of length 2 and minimal Euler characteristic for finite abelian groups. What has 
happened to the other two problems in the case of finite abelian groups? I believe it 
would be quite illuminating for the case of an arbitrary finite group to determine why 
these other two problems vanish if G is finite abelian. 
3. Miscellanea and lots of questions 
3.1. Mapping cylinders 
If C, and D, are non-negative complexes of R-modules and h : C, + D, is a chain 
map, the mapping cylinder of h, M, = M(h),, is the complex 
M(h), = Do, M(II)~=C~_~@& kyl 
‘k= 
a:- 1 0 
(- i)k-‘hk-l a: > 
with the obvious modifications of the boundary map in dimension 0 and if either of 
the complexes is finite dimensional. One easily constructs a long exact sequence in 
homology 
. . . ~H,+,(M,)-tH,(C,)~H,(D,)-r ... +H,(M,)+O. 
If C, is a finite dimensional, non-negative complex of projective R-modules of length 
n define the Euler class of C, to be 
e(c*) = i ( - ljk'"[Ck] E K,(R). 
k=O 
If R is augmented over Z, say by E : R -+ 2 define the Euler chacteristic of C,, x(C,), to 
be E* (e(C,)) E K,(Z) g Z. 
Proposition 5. Let C, and D, be jinite dimensional, non-negative projective chain 
complexes of length n and h : C, + D, a chain map inducing isomorphisms in homology 
in dimensions < n. Suppose e(C,) = e(D,) E K,(R). Then there exists projective mod- 
ules P, Q with [P] = [Q] E K,(R) and an exact sequence 
0 + kernel H,(h) --) P --f Q -+ cokernel H,(h) + 0. 
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Proof. Since C, and D, are projective complexes so is M,. Also H,(M,) = 0 for s < n 
and 
O+fL+,O%.)-tK(C,) h* ~H,(Dz+J+K(M*)-*O (*) 
is exact. Now if we let K, = kernel aS c M,, then for s I n, K, is a projective R-module 
and 
K,_,@K,~CC,_,@D,, s=l, . . ..n 
with K,, = M. = Do. It follows 
C,@D,OC,O ‘.. OD,,ED~@C~@ ...@D,_l@K, nodd, 
CoODrOC~O ... @D,_IOK,~DO@CI@ ... 00, neven 
and therefore [KJ - [C,] = e(D,) - e(C,) E K,(R). Since M,+ 1 = C, we have an 
exact sequence 
O~H,+,(M,)~C,~K,-*H,(M,)-tO. (*‘) 
If e(C,) = e(D,) the conclusion follows from (*) and (*‘). 0 
Now suppose further that C,, D, are partial projective resolutions and h : C, + D, 
induces an isomorphism hz : H,(C,)G +H,(D*)G. The following lemma is then of 
interest. 
Lemma 5. Suppose G is a finite group, A, B are finitely generated ZG-modules, and 
f: A + B a G map. Let K = kernel f and I? = cokernelf 
(a) Zff’ is an isomorphism and A’(f) is a monomorphism then 
KG=#(G,K)=O. 
(b) If in addition G is a p-group and A is a lattice then K = 0. 
(c) Iffurthermore I?’ (f) is an epimorphism and B is finitely generated then K is 
a finite G-module of order prime to p. 
Proof. (a) The short exact sequence 0 + K + A --b f (A) + 0 gives rise to the long 
exact sequence 
O-+KG+AG --“-f(A)G+fil(G,K)+A1(G,A)- n’(j) fi’(G,f(A)) + . . . 
Since f G is an isomorphism the inclusion i:f(A) c--* B induces an epimorphism 
iG:f (A)G -+ BG and hence an isomorphism since the fixed point functor is left exact. 
Since f = ij, jG is also an isomorphism. Since I?‘(f) is a monomorphism so is fi l(j) 
and the results follows from the above sequence. 
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(b) If G is a p-group and A is a lattice then so is K and hence K is a projective 
module since two consecutive Tate cohomology groups vanish [7]. Now QK is a free 
QG-module and since KG = 0 so is QKG and therefore QK = 0. Hence K = 0. 
(c) If C is any G-module and CG = C/IoC, we have the following commutative 
diagram 
O-fl-‘(G,A)-AGAA G - ii’(G,A)- 0 
fi-‘(f) I fG f” I I mf) I 
O- A-'(G, B)- BG- N BG -- BO(G, B)---+ 0 
The hypotheses implyfc: Ao + Bo is an epimorphism and hence Rc = 0. If F, is the 
field of p elements it is clear that Zo(F, Oz K) is the image of F,Oz IoR in F,& I? and 
therefore (F,@,K), = 0. Since the Jacobsen radical of F,(G) = Lo we have by 
Nakayama’s Lemma that F,&K = 0. Therefore a is finite without p-torsion. 0 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5 and Propo- 
sition 5. 
Corollary 1. Let G be a p-group C,,D, partial projective resolutions of length n and 
h : C, -+ D, a chain map inducing a homotopy equivalence z@o C*A Z&D*. 
Then h, : H,(C,) + H,(D,) is a monomorphism and cokernel h, is$nite of order prime 
to p. Moreover if G”,(ZG) is the Grothendieck group offinite G-modules of order prime to 
the order of G and t: Go(ZG) + if,(ZG) is given by t[X] = [P] - [Q] where 
0 + Q + P +X -+O is exact, P,Q projective, then t [cokernel h,] = 0 provided 
e(C,) = e(W 
Question. How does [cokernel h,] E G,(ZG) relate to Browning’s invariant and how 
does it depend on h? 
3.2. Fixing the (n-l)-skeleton 
Let C, and D, be non-negative complexes of projective R-modules and suppose 
h : C, --t D, is a chain map inducing isomorphisms in homology in dimensions < n. 
In [3] Cockcroft and Swan prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. Given h : C, + D, as above there exists E,, F, both finite direct sums 
of elementary projective complexes of dimension < n and a chain map 
h’ : C, 0 E, + D, 0 F, satisfying 
(1) h; is an isomorphism in dimensions k < n, 
(2) h is the composition C, A C, @ E, 2 D, 0 F,?-,D,. 
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Since iI and rcr are homotopy equivalences one concludes that if one wishes to 
determine whether two complexes are equivalent it is sufficient to assume that they 
have the same (n - 1)-skeleton. 
Now suppose C, and D, are partial projective resolutions of length n and suppose 
h,T;: C, + D, are chain lifts of the identity. In the usual way we have maps 
sk:Ck+Dk+l,k=O,..., n - 1 and s, : C, + H,(D,) satisfying 
(1) ho - h, = a&, 
(2) hk=7;k=$‘+1~k+sk_ld; k=l,..., n-l, 
(3) h, -Ii, =jls” + s,_,a$, 
(4) h, - t;, = SJ, 
where j: H,(C,) c+ C, and j’ : H,(D,) =+ D, are the inclusions. 
Conversely if h : C, + D, is any chain lift of the identity and s : C, -+ H,,(D*) any 
homomorphism then if we define h’ : C, +D,byh>=hjifj<nandh:,=h,-j’sitis 
obvious h’ is a chain lift of the identity. Now if we fix a chain lift of the identity 
h:C, --+D, and h:C, + D, is any other chain lift of the identity, we can find maps 
sk : Ck + Dk+ 1 satisfying (1) to (4) above. If we let hi = hj for j < n and h:, = Ii, + j’s, 
then it is clear h’ N h, i.e., h’ = h E [C,, D,]. These observations allow one to prove 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 6. Let C,, D, be partial projective resolutions of length n 2 1 with the same 
(n - 1)-skeleton and let A = kernel 8 : C,_ 1 + C,_ 2. Then C, = D, if and only if there 
exists an isomorphism f: C, + D, such that 
0- K(C*)- C” 2 A-O 
commutes. 
Proof. If f exists then h, =f; hk = Id, for k < n is the required chain homotopy 
equivalence. Conversely let h : C, + D, be a chain homotopy equivalence. Since 
Ck = Dk for k < n there exists a chain map E : C, -+ D, with t;k = Idc, for k < n. By the 
remarks above there then exists a chain map h’ : C, + D, with h’ N h and h; = Id for 
k < n. f = h:, :C,, + D, is then the required isomorphism. 0 
From the above problem of classifying partial projective resolutions of length n up 
to homotopy equivalence is seen to be completely equivalent o classifying short exact 
sequences 
with P a projective module, up to the equivalence E N E’ if and only if there exists an 
isomorphism f: P + P’ with 4 = &f. 
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Note A is not an arbitrary R-module but is an (n - 1) kernel, i.e., there exists a long 
exact sequence 
O+A+P,-i+ ... +P,+Z+O 
with each Pi projective. 
3.3. Complexes over P = A/(No) 
Let C, be a partial projective resolution over A, we first determine the homology of 
the complex TOn C,. 
Lemma. Let A be a A-module, then 
(1) Der(A) = {co: G + Al o(gh) = gco(h) + o(g)} is a P-module with respect to 
gw : h H 4hg) - hd, 
(2) the map p : A + Inn(A) G Der(A) given by a H co, where w,(g) = ga - afactors 
through T 0 ,, A, 
(3) the sequence of P-modules is exact 
0 --, fi’(G, A) + TOn A p p Der(A) -, @(G, A) -+ 0 
where the induced T action on the Tate groups is trivial. 
In particular, if A is a projective A-module then TO,, A and Der(A) are naturally 
isomorphic. 
Proof. These are routine calculations. 0 
Proposition. If C, is a partial projective resolution over A then 
I UIGl 
j = 0, 
0 
Hj(rOn C,) = 
j= 1, 
Hi-i(G) lcjln, 
Der(H,(C,)) j = n. 
Proof. Since 0 -+ (N,) + A + T -+ 0 is an exact sequence of A-modules and C, is 
a partial projective resolution, we have 
Hj(TgnC,) z Hj(G,r) g Hj-l(G) 1 <j < n, 
and the sequence 
0 -+ Hi (G, r) + ZOA(Nc)- lBA1 h@nA+Z@/lr-+O 
is exact. It is obvious the map 1 On 1 is multiplication by 1 Gl from Z to Z and hence the 
conclusion forj = 0,l. That the nth homology is as stated follows from the lemma and 
the fact that Der is a left exact functor. q 
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We recall that the homology of Z@,, C, is given by 
Hj(H@A C*) = 
1 
Z j = 0, 
Hj(G) lIj<n, 
II,( j = rr. 
Since Z@,, C, is a complex of free abelian groups we may use the Ktinneth formula to 
obtain H,(E/JGJ@nC,) r H,(Z/JGJ@HZ@AC*). One obtains 
‘WI j = 0, 
HI(G) 
H.i(a~lGI@~C*) = f H,(G) o H,_ (G) 
j= 1, 
3 1 l<j<n, 
,z;lGl~~H.(C,)G~H.-I(G) j=n. 
The direct sums which arise for 1 < j I n come from the Kiinneth formula or better 
yet from the natural splitting of the Bockstein sequence arising from 
since multiplication by IGI is zero on H,(G) in positive dimensions. Using the 
commutative diagram 
o-(N)-A- r-o 
I 
= 
I 
E 
I 
E’ 
o- Z 
-& Z AZ//GJ-0 
and the resulting coefficient sequences we find the long exact homology sequence 
(Proposition 3 of Section 1) arising from the fiber square 
decomposes as follows. 
Z A i?/lGl 
I 
= 
I 
= 
z ’ ,UlGl 
(Dimension equal to 0 and the horizontal maps are the 
natural projections) 
170 
And 
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o-o 
&I,, (no,)* ,I ;G) CDimension = l) 
’ 1 _ 
0 - Hj(G, r) 
I 
” Hj-l(G,(N)) 
k’ Q 11, 
HI(G) g 
I I 
= (1 < Dimension < n) 
Hj(G,Z/IG() B~p~+Hj_,(G) 
finally in dimension n we have 
HJC,) ’ H,(T@;nC,) =” )H,-i(G) 
I 
N 
1 
(E’ @ 0, 
I 
= 
H,(CJG ~5 Z/lGl@ Hn(C,)’ ~H,(ZIIGlO,C,)~“H,-,(G) 
To tie everything together we note that since C, is a partial projective resolution we 
have H,_,(G) = &“(G, Z) z fi’ (G, H,(C*)) and it is not difficult to see that the 
diagram 
H,,(T@,C,) = H,_,(G) 
I 
” 
I 
” 
~er(HK+J) - fi’(G, H,(W) 
commutes. 
We have seen in Section 2 that if C, and D, are two partial projective resolutions 
with the same Euler characteristic and h: C, -P D, is any chain map fi’(h,) induces 
an isomorphism fi’ (G, H,(C,))A fl’ (G, H,(D*)). If the bias invariant vanishes 
then we have seen we may choose h so that l@,, h is a homotopy equivalence. 
According to Browning, for the case of finite abelian groups and stably free resolu- 
tions we should now be able to modify h to h’ so that l@,, h’ is still a homotopy 
equivalence and l,,, G, On h’ lifts to a homotopy equivalence of TO& and TOAD,. In 
particular we should be able to lift the canonical isomorphism fi’(G, H,(C,)) 
1-A’ (G,H,(D,) to an isomorphism of Der(H,(C,)) and Der(H,(D,)) 
and then incorporate into a homotopy equivalence of TOnC, and r@* D,. I have no 
idea on how this is accomplished. 
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